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The war in Yemen has been raging for years, leaving countless lives
shattered and the country in ruins. This collection of poems provides a
deeply personal and moving glimpse into the devastating effects of the
conflict, offering a platform for the voices of those who have been directly
impacted.

Through these poignant verses, we witness the raw emotions of those who
have lost loved ones, been forced to flee their homes, and endured
unimaginable hardships. The poems capture the fear, the pain, the
resilience, and the longing for peace that define their experiences.
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This collection is not only a testament to the suffering endured by the
Yemeni people, but also a powerful reminder of the human cost of war. It is
a call to action, urging us to demand an end to the conflict and to support
those who have been affected by its horrors.

"Ode to Yemen" by Fatima al-Turk

Oh, Yemen, land of my ancestors, Your beauty now lies in ruins and tears.
Your children weep, their cries unheard, As war's relentless fury unfurls.

Your cities, once vibrant and proud, Now echo with the sounds of despair.
Your once-fertile fields lie barren and dry, As the conflict consumes all in its
path.

But amidst the darkness, hope flickers, Like a candle in the face of the
storm. The spirit of your people remains unyielding, Their resilience a
beacon of strength.

"The Mother's Lament" by Amal al-Basha

My child, my precious one, Taken from me by a cruel fate. Your tiny hands,
once filled with wonder, Now lie cold and still, a tragic waste.

I search for solace in my sorrow, But find only echoes of your laughter. Your
absence haunts my waking hours, A constant reminder of the horrors of
war.

I will never forget your smile, Or the joy you brought into my life. May your
memory live on forever, A testament to the innocence lost.

"A Refugee's Tale" by Khaled al-Yousef



I fled my home, a desperate soul, Seeking refuge from the relentless war.
My heart heavy with loss and fear, I embarked on a perilous journey afar.

Through treacherous paths and stormy seas, I wandered, a stranger in
foreign lands. The weight of exile crushes my spirit, As I yearn for the touch
of my homeland's sands.

But even in this distant place, My dreams are haunted by the war's
embrace. I see the faces of those I left behind, Their eyes filled with pain
and despair, forever etched in my mind.

"A Soldier's Prayer" by Ahmed al-Mutawakkil

In the heat of battle, where chaos reigns, I pray for guidance, for strength to
endure. My comrades fall around me, their lives extinguished, As the
horrors of war leave an eternal scar.

I raise my weapon, a desperate plea, To end this madness, to set my
country free. But war has its own relentless grip, And peace seems like a
distant, unattainable dream.

Yet, amidst the carnage and despair, I cling to hope, a flicker in the
darkness. For I believe that even in war's darkest hour, The human spirit
has an unyielding power.

"A Call for Peace" by Yemenis for Peace

We, the people of Yemen, have endured too long, The horrors of war, the
suffering, the pain. Our land, once a thriving haven, Now lies shattered, a
victim of endless strife.



We yearn for peace, a respite from the bloodshed, A chance to rebuild our
lives, to heal our wounds. We call upon the world to hear our plea, To
intervene and end this senseless tragedy.

Let us lay down our arms, embrace dialogue, And work together to create a
brighter future. For the sake of our children, our country, and our humanity,
We demand an end to the war and lasting peace in Yemen.

This collection of poems serves as a powerful reminder of the devastating
human cost of the war in Yemen. It is a testament to the resilience,
strength, and longing for peace that exists within the Yemeni people, even
in the face of unimaginable suffering.

Let us amplify their voices, demand an end to the conflict, and support
those who have been affected by this humanitarian crisis.
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